Why Qube?

Ÿ A Quick Businessoft is better at the programming things you do

every day, like code editing, form developing, report generating,
table formatting, and working with programming files.

Ÿ With a Quick Businessoft you can do amazing things with photo,

movies, and music – right out of the programming time as it
shorten consuming programming things.

Ÿ Advanced technologies such as the latest compatibilities and

next-generation IDEs come standard.

Quick Businessoft
The ultimate all-in-one goes all out.

The new Quick Businessoft features modular architecture, easy web
server deployment, pure web based with no ActiveX or Applet,
single on, embedded report component, no back-end administrative
task, unlimited COA configuration, Windows Active Directory
integration, and an advanced built-in SmartField, SmartKey and
SmartReport.It is everything you want in a development tools.Now
more powerful, more advanced and even more incredible than
before.

The cornerstone of the new Quick Businessoft is its ability to be configured to meet the
needs of your business by customizing Businessoft to your business process that is timeconsuming and costly.

High performance reaches a whole new height.
Introducing the new Quick Businessoft, now offering significant cost
saving as no further investment required for web or windows based
application development. It features state-of-the-art preconfigured
template with built-in system design and analytical tools to instantly
develop a business software. Meet all-new IDEs, most powerful
Quick Businessoft yet. All comes with business and functional
source and encapsulated pre-built engine.

Approval builder

Object explorer

Approval builder is a tool for programmer
to develop and deploy electronic form that
facilitate and extend organization
business processes, enabling auditable eapproval transactions.

Object explorer provides a hierarchical
user interface to view and manage the
objects in each instance of database. It
presents a tabular view of instance
objects, and the capability to search for
specific objects.

Code editor

Page configurator

Code editor is a text editor program
designed specifically for editing engine,
process, and form, features to simplify
and speed up input of engine, process,
and form such as syntax highlighting,
autocomplete, and bracket matching
functionality.

Page configurator make page
provisioning as easy as possible as
sometimes developers found it hard to
use and understand the built-in
provisioning mechanism.

Database explorer

Workflow designer

Database explorer is the server
management console for Quick
Businessoft. Use this window to open
data connections and to log on to servers
and explore its database and system
services.

Workflow designer within Quick
Businessoft is a visual designer and
debugger for the graphical construction
and debugging of windows workflow
foundation in the .Net framework that is
hosted in Quick Businessoft development
environment.

The development tool for everyone.
The new way for programming a business software. The next
generation of Quick Businessoft features standard “look and feel”
navigation and transaction control, autocomplete functionality,
breakthrough audit trail, all-new access control, next-generation
embedded workflow capability, agile database architecture, and
intuitive yet easy-to use GUI.

Quick Businessoft System Compatibility
Redesigning in a very big way.
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Operating system: all Microsoft operating system with .Net framework
Connection: low traffic and memory footprint
Processor: x86 and x64 based processor
Memory: minimum 1 GB
Database: Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and 2008
Browser: IE 7 and 8

Know The Difference.
Why buy from Authorised Partner?

Set your Mind at Ease with all Genuine products.
Authorised Partner Warranty Support on your Quick Businessoft.

See result now.

Power your business with the new Quick Businessoft and discover
what so many programers already know. Fast to deploy.
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